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History 

On 9 April 2010, Golf Australia brought into effect a fundamentally different method for calculating handicaps.  

This new method utilises an averaging process.  The previous method involved a process of constant 

incremental adjustment.  Incremental adjustment sees a very good score result in a downward handicap 

adjustment with the value of the adjustment being dependent both upon the number of strokes the handicap 

has been bettered by, as well as the player’s handicap level (the better the handicap, the smaller are the 

downward adjustment increments).  A poor net score under the old Australian system attracted a total outward 

adjustment of 0.1, irrespective of the score or level of handicap. 
 

 

Outline of Handicap Calculation Method Brought Into Effect on 9 April 2010 

The essence of the averaging calculation method brought into effect on 9 April 2010 was as follows: 

1. Identify the player’s most recent 20 scores. 

2. Determine a handicap differential for each score (Handicap Differential = Gross Score minus Course 

Rating). 

3. Take the lowest (ie best) 10 of these and average them. 

4. Multiply the average by 0.96 and this is the handicap.  (The 0.96 Multiplier is a balancing factor, the sole 

purpose of which is to offset the impact of players on different handicap levels exhibiting different 

standard deviations of net scores.  Its ultimate objective is to help to achieve national results patterns for 

net competitions that are as equitable as possible.) 
 

 

Statistical Analysis – Comparison of Handicap & Competition Results Patterns; Old v New Method 

Late in 2010, GA commissioned a significant statistical analysis to compare the handicap and competition results 

patterns demonstrated by the new system with those demonstrated by the previous system.  This analysis 

involved a very experienced statistician assessing over 1 million rounds of golf from the GOLF Link system for 

over 27,000 competitions played.  It covered the past three years and involved 400,000 golfers. 

 

This study found that the previous calculation method was biased in favour of low markers, and that the new 

calculation method was biased, especially for larger men’s fields, in favour of higher markers. 

 

The bias under the old system was largely the result of the non-dynamic nature of outward adjustments causing 

high-markers to chronically sit on handicaps which were too low.  The bias under the new method was not just 

an underlying statistical reality.  It gained a high profile by virtue of high markers regularly returning Stableford 

scores in the mid to high 40s, and which were hence unachievable by their low-marker peers. 

 

The statistical study served to establish precisely what has been happening across the country and to identify 

the specific areas in which the new calculation method would benefit from fine-tuning. 
 

 

Feedback from Clubs 

Handicapping has always been an emotive topic and one that prompts considerable feedback and public 

commentary.  The high-profile outcomes of the new calculation method’s bias towards high-markers prompted 

far greater commentary than normally occurs. 
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In addition to the considerable amount of written and verbal feedback GA has received on this subject, GA also 

recently conducted a national series of handicapping focus groups and forums which were primarily for club 

officials.  All of this has resulted in GA having a considerable amount of feedback on which to base decisions.  In 

working through the process of reaching a decision on the matter of fine-tuning, GA has been particularly 

mindful of two strong themes: 

• The averaging methodology is generally seen as more attractive than the previous methodology, 

assuming that fine-tuning is to take place. 

• Amendments should be simple and easy to follow, unless there is significant and demonstrable benefit 

in more complex processes. 
 

 

Possible Amendments to the New Calculation Method that were Considered by GA 

The most common suggestions for amendment to the calculation method have essentially fallen into three 

categories: 

• Adjust the Multiplier from 0.96 to some lower figure (a large range of suggestions have been put 

forward). 

• Adjust the number of rounds from which the ‘best’ scores are selected (ie from 20 to some lower or 

higher figure). 

• Adjust the number of ‘best’ cards selected to some lower or higher figure. 

Note: Some proposed amendments included employing different settings of the above for different levels of 

handicap.  (For example, handicaps of 10 and better would use the best 10 of 20 cards, 11-15 would be 9 of 20, 

16-20 would be 8 of 20, 21-25 would be 7 of 20, 26-30 would be 6 of 20, 31 and higher would be 5 of 20.) 
 

 

The Confirmed Changes 

A wide range of proposed solutions were modelled using every competition round played at a diverse range of 

15 clubs from the previous three-year period.  As a check, similar modelling was performed on a further 10 

clubs.  The suite of changes the Board has settled on is not the result of any single proposal.  Instead it draws 

upon the suggestions of all the individuals and groups to have taken their time to put their thoughts to us. 

 

The Suite of Four Changes is as follows: 

1. Alter ‘Best 10 of 20’ to ‘Best 8 of 20’. 

2. Change the Multiplier from 0.96 to 0.93. 

3. GOLF Link will cap the score that goes into a player’s handicap record at no more than the following 

amount over the course rating: 

• 50 – Women 

• 40 – Men 

4. Introduce an Anchor which will prevent a player’s handicap from increasing by any more than 4 strokes 

beyond their best exact handicap from the previous 12-month rolling period. 
 

 

What the Changes Will Achieve 

• Note:  The statistical analysis demonstrated that each club has its own unique distribution of handicaps 

and scoring patterns.  As a result, all handicap calculation methods achieve at least slightly different 

outcomes from club to club. 

• The balance will tilt back so it is slightly in favour of the low marker in most clubs, but not to the same 

unsatisfactory extent as occurred under the old method of incrementally adjusting handicaps. 

• All handicaps will decrease.  Consequently, all Stableford scores will decrease. 

o High handicaps will decrease more than low handicaps. 

o Handicaps of inconsistent players will decrease slightly more than consistent players. 

• By moving from ‘10 of 20’ to ‘8 of 20’, consistent players will have slightly higher handicaps than 

comparable inconsistent players.  As a result, players who are prone to returning occasional ‘one-off’ 
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good rounds will find their net scores will become relatively worse when compared to net scores 

returned under ’10 of 20’. 

• The rate of downward adjustment of a handicap will now be slightly quicker than has occurred under 

the initial averaging method.  The rate of outward adjustment will now be slightly slower than has 

occurred under the initial adjustment method.  To quantify this, handicaps on average will now increase 

50% more slowly than they will reduce.  (This is more in line with the expressed expectation of 

Australian clubs.  The initial averaging method saw handicaps increase and reduce at the same rate.) 

• Handicaps will continue to adjust outwards far more dynamically than occurred under the old 

incremental adjustment method. 

• The Anchor will eliminate the capacity for extreme outward movements of handicaps within short 

spaces of time.  As a result, a sustained loss of form will not see a player’s handicap move too far from a 

level which is consistent with their underlying ability. 

• The Anchor will make the handicap system less susceptible to manipulation. 

• The placing of a ceiling on the value a high 18-hole score can take is partly geared to support the 

correction of the existing bias towards high markers.  It is also to address a strong theme that emerged 

in club feedback regarding the incapacity of the aspirational very high-marker to improve their 

handicap below the maximum value. 

 

 

Q&A – Why Not Other Options? 

1.  Why not use the best 7 of the most recent 20, or the best 6 of the most recent 20? 

As the number of scores on which the handicap calculation is based becomes lower and lower, so the handicap 

decreases more quickly as a result of good scores.  This is generally seen as positive, particularly for high-

markers.  However, it also adjusts handicaps outwards more quickly when ‘counting’ scores drop off.  In all of 

the feedback GA has received, there has been no sentiment for this sort of volatility. 

High-markers tend to be more inconsistent than low markers.  They are also more likely to have clusters of good 

scores feature in their handicap records.  This means that high-markers are prone to having three or four 

‘counting’ scores drop off in consecutive rounds.  If a high-marker’s handicap was calculated on the basis of a 

low number of their best 20 scores, they would be particularly prone to volatile handicap movements.  Again, in 

all of the feedback GA has received, there has been no sentiment for this sort of outcome. 

GA feels that moving from ‘10 of 20’ to ‘8 of 20’ strikes the right balance in this respect. 

 

2.  Why not base the handicap calculation for high-markers on the best ‘6 of 20’, the calculation for mid-

markers on the best ‘8 of 20’, and the calculation for low markers on the best ‘10 of 20’ (or some variation of 

this theme)? 

Our instinctive reaction to this type of concept was that we were very keen to pursue it.  It would correct the 

bias towards high-markers that has resulted in winning scores being consistently at levels that are unachievable 

for low markers.  It would better cater for the scoring patterns of inconsistent high-markers.    It would also 

serve to remove from the calculation of a typical high-marker’s handicap the relatively poor scores that feature 

in the mid-range of their handicap record. 

However, when we scratched beneath the surface the following factors emerged: 

• As the number of scores on which the handicap calculation is based becomes lower and lower, so a 

handicap will decrease more quickly as a result of good scores.  However, it will also adjust outwards 

more quickly when good scores drop off.  High-markers tend to be more inconsistent than low markers.  

They are also more likely to have clusters of good scores feature in their handicap records.  As was 

mentioned above, this means that high-markers are prone to having three or four ‘counting’ scores 

drop off in consecutive rounds, leading to volatile handicap movements.  In all of the feedback GA has 

received, there has been no sentiment for this sort of outcome. 

• Such a regulation would require the addition to the process of a series of extra calculations.  The first 

extra layer would be to create a formula to determine what handicap category a player fitted into (ie 

something needs to determine if someone is a ‘low’, ‘mid’, or ‘high’ handicap golfer).  The second 
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addition is to split a step in the process whereby we have a single formula for all golfers, to having three 

(or more, depending on the number of handicap categories) formulas operating in parallel.  Note:  We 

did not see this as prohibitive but with many clubs pushing the simplicity theme, we took the view that 

the added complexity would need to be offset by a demonstrably better outcome. 

• When a handicap calculation process includes multiple grades, an uneven handicap distribution occurs.  

This occurs because the multiple calculation formulae cause some level of grouping or clustering of 

handicaps.  Note: We did not see this as prohibitive but the resultant slight distortion this causes to 

competition results patterns was not positive. 

• Modelling indicated that with the right Multiplier, the average national bias would tilt away from the 

high-marker and back to the low marker.  However this would be at the expense of increased 

complexity and high-marker volatility.  We seemed to be fixing one problem and causing others. 

• Hence, there was a series of downsides associated with the proposal.  Nonetheless, we still saw a 

benefit to reducing the number of ‘counting’ cards for high-markers.  This directly led us to developing 

the solution we ended up with – a reduction in the number of cards used for all golfers.  Modelling 

assessed the impact of such a move to be relatively insignificant on the more-consistent low marker, so 

we feel we’ve struck the right balance in making an across-the-board move from ‘10 of 20’ to ‘8 of 20’. 

 

3.  Why not choose 0.94 or 0.95? 

The modelling indicates that on average across Australia, 0.95 or 0.94 will create a more level playing field than 

will be achieved by 0.93 (when grouped with the other changes).  As noted above though, the statistical analysis 

demonstrated that each club has its own unique distribution of handicaps and scoring patterns.  As a result, all 

handicap calculation methods achieve at least slightly different outcomes from club-to-club. 

With this in mind, the choice of 0.95 will still leave low markers in a notable proportion of clubs too often for our 

liking facing scores that are too far out of reach.  0.94 is a safer option.  Ultimately though, GA has settled on a 

solution that we feel meets the key First Principle of “affording each player in a competition field a reasonable 

expectation of winning or placing well if that player plays reasonably better than their handicap”. 

 

4.  Modelling indicates that there will be a heavier bias towards low markers in women’s competitions than 

there will in men’s competitions.  Is this in keeping with the Australian golf culture? 

The constant theme GA has received in feedback (and this was repeatedly reinforced to us in the national series 

of focus groups and forums) is that women are generally more aspirational with their handicaps than are men.  

In other words, whilst men tend to be more concerned about being competitive in net events than they are 

with lowering their handicaps, women generally place a greater focus on lowering their handicaps.  As a result, 

the outcome of the changes will be consistent with the Australian golf culture. 

 

5.  Isn’t it possible to get the mathematicians and statisticians to design a handicap system that will perform 

equitably and equally across all clubs, all field sizes, and all handicap distributions? 

Yes.  GA has had some alternate systems prepared that would achieve these objectives.  However, whilst they 

would achieve near-perfect results distributions, they would see handicapping made notably more complex. 

Golfers have expectations of what a handicap system should look like.  In addition to being more complex, these 

alternate methods would require a significant cultural adjustment by those involved in club and handicap golf. 

During the recent national handicapping focus group and forum exercise, GA trialled these ideas on a number of 

attendees.  The reaction was distinctly negative. 

 

6.  Rather than drawing the ‘counting’ scores from the most recent 20 rounds, what would happen if we 

increased or decreased that number? 

By increasing the number from 20 to say 40, we would reduce the volatility of the handicap of a player who 

goes through a poor run of form.  Unfortunately, the handicap also doesn’t react very quickly to a run of good 

form – and such a characteristic is contrary to expressed feedback. 

If we were to decrease the number from 20 to say 15, the handicap would react more quickly to a run of good 

scores.  However it would also increase the volatility of outward movement which would be an outcome 

contrary to expressed feedback. 


